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Belly fat isn't just unsightly, it's deadly; it has been linked to more
information on adverse health conditions, including heart disease,
diabetes, and breasts cancer. Prevention's Flat Belly Diet, a
revolutionary strategy that's already helped more than one million
people lose weight around their middles, can help target dangerous belly
fat with monounsaturated fat (better known as MUFAs)—" On the Smooth
Belly Diet, it is critical to enjoy these foods, in the right amounts,
with every meal.tastes so good, and there's so a lot of it! All the
recipes were carefully developed to make sure every meal includes the
ideal quantity of MUFAs and meets the plan's 400-calorie guideline, so
readers can blend and match foods to match their taste." Filled with 200
meals that feature these scrumptious fat-fighting MUFA-rich foods, and
also a lot more than 50 lush photographs, this publication gives readers
plenty to whet their appetites: -Great-to-wake-up-to meals like Banana
Pancakes with Walnut Honey and Eggs Florentine with Sun-Dried Tomato
Pesto -International favorites like Thai Corn and Crab Soup and
Caribbean Chicken Salad -Cozy comfort meals like Spaghetti with Roasted
Cauliflower and Olives and Turkey Meat Loaf with Walnuts and Sage
-Quick, satisfying snacks like Tex-Mex Snack Blend, Peanut Butter
Spirals, and Nutty Chicken Nuggets -Sweet treats like Super-Rich
Chocolate Cake with Maple Frosting and Peach and Blueberry Tart with
Pecan Crust "The meals.found in delicious foods want nuts and seeds,
vegetable oils, olives, avocados, and dark chocolate. The Flat Belly
Diet! And there's no need to count calorie consumption.. Cookbook - by
Liz Vaccariello with Cynthia Sass, MPH, RD - makes that simple. All the
work has already been done! "I had to get over all those years of
denying myself.... I'm so thrilled by this diet..
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The diet is not too difficult to follow and has after My husband and I
are both scanning this book and third , diet. The other matter that I do
like about this reserve is that it offers a well planned out 14 day meal
strategy in the appendix and a MUFA serving chart (lists each MUFA, the
meal and the calories). User-friendly. They claim you don't need to
exercise to lose the belly, but that's really far-fetched. Otherwise
it's a good plan for me! I really want there have been a clear
formulation somewhere for the map of what we are eating. Examples are
almost everywhere, but I'm a "guidelines" kinda gal. Also, I'm a
vegetarian and there wasn't much help in substitutions for that. It also
tells you for each recipe what to set it with to make it a "complete"
MUFA meal and tells you the full total caloric intake should you choose
pair it with the suggestion.Sassy water:sliced cucumber, lemon, grated
ginger, and fresh mintI prefer to put it in a pitcher that diffuses
flavor but keeps the seeds and ginger gratings. But...you could google
that recipe and save some money. Book was okay. Nothing ground-breaking.
That was an excellent recipe that I continue steadily to make daily.
Where are the cruciferous green vegetables? The meals is not to bad
although eating 1 pint of tomatoes in one sitting seems a bit much to me
. I like that they are healthy dishes with flavor and generally fairly
easy to make. We've tried other diet plans and essentially been
discouraged andunsuccessful. I love that it offers all the basic
information regarding the Flat Belly Diet in the beginning, therefore if
one were to want to do the flat belly diet plan they really only need
the cookbook and will save money not buying the other reserve (which
explains the dietary plan but does not have any dishes). For me
personally, personally, sticking with the actual diet component isn't
easy because I think it is a little time consuming and can be a little
costly. But I needed this more to comprehend the diet and see how it
could fit into my lifestyle of eating healthy. It has a large amount of
carrots, onions, bell peppers, and tomatoes. I would suggest this book.
It provides dishes for: breakfast, soups & It explains the diet with
much less chapters and you could in fact read it! The additional thing
that is great about this reserve is that for every recipe it lets you
know how long it takes to make, how many servings, the nutrition info
(calories, proteins, carbs, fat, sat extra fat, cholesterol, sodium and
dietary fiber)and the MUFA (monounsaturated fats). I REALLY DO love the
Sassy Water. Vegetarians.. Good recipes. Great information. Not what
it's cracked up to be! The thought of monounsaturated essential fatty
acids may be beneficial. I do agree with that. BUT, while the 4-day
kickstart did help me reduce 4 pounds and 2 inches, I found that it was
hard to find really healthful, satisfying meals in the quality recipes
and there is a lot of bread/grains and dairy in the recipes, however,
not so much veggie variety. And it can! Delicious! The 4 stars is
because the application for the diet and the reserve don't match and I
didn't realize why you didn't eat 4 mufas in the first 4 times of the



diet. Nice Best Cookbook I own Of all recipes I have tried in this
cookbook, I have not found one I did not like. After the 4 days, I
regained what I had initially dropped.. I don't recommend this diet.
FlatBelly review The dietary plan plan seems pretty good up to now and I
am on time 4 and have lost 4.5 lbs so far. Good Recipes BUT NONETHELESS
A Diet This book is actually good. I drink the smoothies as a nighttime
snack before bed and just add 1 teaspoon of the flax essential oil or
the smoothie preferences like rabbit meals and I also add 2 teaspoons of
whey low sweetener or even to me it would not have enough flavor. I also
still have one cup of coffee each morning with a teaspoon of whey low
sweetener and just a little lactaid steamed milk. I have lost almost 5
pounds so it's operating great! I aslo don't trust eating non-fat
dairy.you're kinda on your own with this one.A bit dated but solid. The
dietary plan isrelatively an easy task to follow and provides after, a
couple weeks, been quitesuccessful. I've tried several recipes and they
have all been extremely good. The dietary plan makes sense. CAN’T EVEN
Browse IT! Accidentally purchased this thinking it had been the
hardcover cookbook in paperback. (Tested the hardcover cookbook from the
library and loved it) The print for this paperback is so small I need to
put on my cheater eyeglasses and sadly non-e of the dishes I liked from
the cookbook are in this book because it barely includes 1/4 of the
quality recipes. I did so like the added exercise program but the other
2/4 of the reserve is a waste of space. Hardcover cookbook is definitely
a better choice if you’re interested. sandwiches, vegetarian, seafood,
poultry, meats, snack foods, and desserts. What was expected Great right
on just what I expected Nice. You will need some fat for the human brain
and hormones. Five Stars Excellent!!! Three Stars ok One Star Another
cookbook with hard-to-find, specialty ingredients. Not at all practical.
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